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INSPIRED BY TRUE EVENTS!Inspired by the real life Mississippi Mystic, Seymore R. Prater... An
otherworldy gift...Like Edgar Cayce, the Sleeping Prophet, Prater had the gift of clairvoyance.
Known throughout the South for his mysterious and miraculous abilities, he could "see" beyond the
barriers of time and space- identifying a man's killer, finding stolen objects, and even locating lost
people.A profound paranormal legacy...Seymore Prater left behind a supernatural legacy and one
unsolved murder that terrified a Mississippi town as the community battled their fears of the living
and a dead man's ghost that haunted the 'Old Floyd Place'.Â An angry spirit...On January 3rd,
1931, Arthur Floyd was murdered in his store in Carrollton, Mississippi. Days later, the deaf man
was found still clutching a piece of peppermint candy. When a local black woman discovers the
decaying corpse, she becomes tormented by ghostly visits and seeks the help of the African
American community to dispel the angry spirit. A haunting mystery...With no eyewitnesses to the
crime, Arthur Floyd's killer is destined to be a free man until his brothers consult The Mississippi
Mystic. Will Prater's supernatural insight be the final clue needed to solve the Floyd murder? Will
answers bring peace to a town ravaged by fear? As Sheriff Baker and the Floyd brothers struggle to
solve the case, the sheriff vows that Arthur's killer will be sentenced and hanged by the neck until
dead. For Seymore Prater, it was MURDER at FIRST SIGHT...
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I always loved listening to Southern tales. As I grew up I couldn't get enough of Southern Tales
especially the ghost tales. The rural South is a completely different world and L. Syndey Fisher bring

that world to life. I couldn't get enough of this story. I didn't want the book to end.

Wonderful, fascinating read. As a lifelong resident of the Deep South, it is rare I find a story set in
this area that captures the true atmosphere of our unique culture in the way Ms. Fisher has
performed this task. Amazing story line. Very authentic. You can't put it down once you read the first
paragraph!!!!!!

Mississippi seems to have more than its fair share of storytellers. Faulkner, Welty, Foote, Grisham,
Greg Iles are a few that come to mind. Now comes Fisher carrying on the tradition of unique and
talented authors. If you enjoy the supernatural, or a muder-mystery, or just a good old-fashioned
ghost story, you won't want to miss Fisher's latest work.

This is one of the best books I've ever read....L. Sydney Fisher brings the story to life. I do love the
stories about the south, especially about Mississippi. It's apparent she researches her projects very
well. It's a book I had trouble putting down!! Looking forward to more books from her!!

This is a great book. L. Sydney Fisher brings the supernatural to real life. She puts a lot of thought
and research into anything she writes. It always turns out great. This book holds your attention and
you can wait for the next page. I recommend you read this book especially if you love ghost stories,
mysteries and the unknown.

L. Fisher did another amazing job of researching the historical events and presenting the existence
of paranormal activity. She has defintily coined her own style of writing with vivid detail and
suspense that has me looking forward to each new release. Enjoyed every page of See No Evil.

L. Sydney Fisher had me hooked from the first sentence! While the paranormal is not my go-to
genre, once I started reading See No Evil I couldn't put it down. Ms. Fisher has done her research
and tells a fascinating story. And the brief descriptions of other paranormal incidents at the end of
the book are fascinating! Great job L. Sydney Fisher!!

L Sydney Fisher has done an excellent job researching her material. This historical thriller is well
documented. Miss Fisher has most certainly done her homework, and it shows in this haunting
book. Prepare to be entertained as you read, "See No Evil." Five stars, L Sydney Fisher.Be sure to

check out all of Miss Fisher's writing. She can take you to the paranormal side through the eyes of a
very unique author.
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